THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING THIS
SELF-SERVICE SOUND SYSTEM
PROVIDED BY VISUAL IMPRESSIONS
AND
SIX DEGREES OF CELEBRATION
To reserve this
SELF-SERVICE SOUND SYSTEM
call 707-464-6600
If you need
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
Please call Ron at 925-699-1889 and he’ll talk you
through any difficulties.

TAKE POWER CORD OUT FIRST!

PUT CLIPBOARD BACK IN FIRST!

TURN THE PAGE
FOR YOUR EASY
SETUP
& TAKE DOWN
INSTRUCTIONS >>>
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A FEW THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW...

First off, this system is
self-contained and should not
be removed from the storage crate, except for the speakers. This is for your own
protection - no damage to the system, no
replacement costs to you.
When powered up, DO NOT put the
crate cover back on and DO NOT block
the cooling fan outlet on the left side. You
can place it on a table or under a table.
You can drap decorative fabric or paper
over the crowd-facing part of the crate,
but DO NOT cover the amplifier or cooling fan exhaust port on the left.
WHAT’S IN THE BOX:
You’ve pulled out the first two things
in the box - the 50’ Power Cord and these
Setup and Takedown Instructions. The
other items are: the amplifier, cooling fan,
wooden component shelf, power strip
(under wooden componet shelf), left and

right 20’ speaker cables (under wooden
componet shelf), 6’ iPod/portable device
connector cable (right side), 3’ CD player/AUX connector cable (left side), condenser microphone with 15’ cord (under
wooden componet shelf), a small flashlight and a roll of black duct tape (on the
cooling fan exhaust port) to tape down
cords, if necessary.

DO NOT OPERATE WITH CRATE COVER ON!
DO NOT BLOCK THE COOLING FAN EXHAUST!
DO NOT SET ANY BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
ON OR AROUND THE AMPLIFIER!

DO HAVE LOTS OF FUN
AND CRANK UP THE VOLUME!
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USING AS A PUBLIC ADDRESS (PA) SYSTEM...

For the PA System, you
just need the microphone, the amplifier
and to set up the speakers (which are in
their own crates - 1 speaker per crate).
Gently remove the wooden component

shelf by using your right hand to bend the
plastic crate outward and using your left to
lift out the shelf towards the right. Set it aside
Underneath the shelf you will find the
microphone, power strip (which is off)
and the left and right 20’ speaker cables.
Take the speaker crates
out to about fifteen feet on
each side of where you have
the amplifier crate and carefully remove the speakers
from their respective crates.
It doesn’t matter which
speaker is used on the right
or left.
You can place the speakers vertically
pointing out or horizontally pointing up
- there are two sets of feet. Always place
them in front of where the microphone is
going to be used to prevent feedback.
Pull the 1/4” speaker plugs out of each
of the wire-holding tubes and plug them
into the open speaker plugs on the back of
the speakers.

Now take the microphone, unwrap the cord
and plug the 1/4” plug into
the first hole all the way on
the left side of the amplifier,
which has a green marker
pointing to it.
Make sure the switch on
the microphone is in the off
position. After you plug in the
extension cord, you can flip
the switch on the power strip to turn the
system on. The blue power light, red LED
EFX readout and cooling fan will come on.
Grab the microphone, make sure that
you are in back of the speakers, and flip the microphone
switch to on and talk into it.
Hopefully, your voice comes
out of the speakers much
louder.
To control the volume
level of the microphone, first
look on the right side of the
amplifier for the main volume
knob, marked with a white
arrow. Adjust the knob left
or right to lower or increase
total system volume. You can
also increase or decrease the
input level of the microphone
with the level knob marked by a green arrow.
To have better sound quality, keep the
microphone
about
two inches from your
mouth when you talk
into it. Adjust the microphone level if necessary.
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USING AS A MUSIC SYSTEM...

To use as Music System in conjunction with the PA System, you just need the microphone, the amplifier, a CD or digital music player
and to set up the speakers (which are in their own
crates - 1 speaker per crate).
Gently remove the wooden component shelf by
using your right hand to bend the plastic crate outward and using your left to lift out the shelf towards
the right. Set it aside

Underneath the shelf you will find the microphone, power strip (which is off) and the left and
right 20’ speaker cables.
Take the speaker crates out to
about fifteen feet on each side of where
you have the amplifier crate and carefully remove the speakers from their respective crates. It doesn’t matter which
speaker is used on the right or left.
You can place the speakers vertically pointing out or horizontally pointing up - there are two sets of feet. Always place them in front of where the microphone
is going to be used to prevent feedback.
Pull the 1/4” speaker plugs out of each of the
wire-holding tubes and plug them into the open
speaker plugs on the back of the speakers.
After you plug in the extension cord, you can
flip the switch on the power strip to turn the system
on. The blue power light, red LED EFX readout and
cooling fan will come on.
Remove the microphone and put it aside if you
haven’t already done so and gently replace the wooden component shelf so you have a place to put your
music player or CD player. Before you do this, you

might want to plug in any equipment
into the power strip.
Now you can connect your
iPod/Digital Music Player by taking
the connector cable stuffed down
by the right side of the amplifier
and plug in the RCA plugs into the
TAPE IN marked by the blue arrow.
Red goes into right and white into left.
Plug the 1/8” plug into your headphone jack of
your player. Hit PLAY on your player
to hear your music. Adjust the volume
level of the player with the level knob
marked also with a blue arrow next
to the main volume knob marked
with a white arrow.
If you want to plug in a regular
CD Player, DVD player or other component with AUX OUT RCA plugs,
you can use the other connector cable stored on the left side of the amplifier.
Plug the RCA plugs into the back
of your player and plug the 1/4” plugs
into the amplifier inputs marked with
red and white arrows - red is right,
white is left. You can adjust the input
level with the level knob marked with
a yellow arrow.
To use the microphone, make sure
the switch on it is in the
OFF position, unwrap
the cord and plug the
1/4” plug into the mic input all the
way on the left side of the amplifier,
which has a green marker pointing to
it.
Grab the microphone, make
sure that you are in back of the speakers, and flip the microphone switch
to ON and talk into it. Increase or decrease the input level of the microphone with the
level knob marked by a green arrow.
To control the volume level of the microphone,
first look on the right side of the amplifier for the
main volume knob, marked with a white arrow. Adjust the knob left or right to lower or increase total
system volume.
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PUTTING THE SYSTEM AWAY...

Putting away the Music System and speakers
(which are stored in their own crates - 1 speaker per
crate) is quite easy.
Disconnect your equipment, pull out all connector cables from their inputs from the amplifier
and wind them up. Put the Digital Player cable on the
right side of the amplifier and the AUX RCA cable on
the left side where you found them.
Gently remove the wooden component shelf by
using your right hand to bend the plastic crate outward and using your left to lift out the shelf
towards the right. Set it aside.
Power down any of your equipment
and unplug any of your power cables from
the power strip. Switch the power strip off
to power down the MUSIC SYSTEM.
Take speaker cable plugs out of the
speakers. Carefully put the speakers back
in their crates. It doesn’t matter which
speaker goes into which crate.
Wind up the speaker wires put them
in each of the wire-holding tubes. Place

the microphone and cord next to power strip and
gently replace the wooden component shelf.
Now put the duct tape gently over the fan
exhaust port, then put the clipboard in over the
front of the amplifier to protect the knobs. Wind
up the extension cord - removing any tape first
- and put it in like the picture show above. Don’t
forget to replace the flashlight on its velcro holder if you used it.
Snap the crate lids on and you are done!

